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Abstract Tungsten (W) and its alloys are being considered as a major candidate for the
plasma-facing components (PFCs) in future fusion devices. Being versatile and able to
perform in situ measurements, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is the most
promising analytical tool for the elemental characterization of fusion-relevant materials. The
present article studies the use of calibration free (CF)-LIBS for the characterization of the
plasma generated from tantalum (Ta) and elemental quantification of WTa (5 at.%) + Deu-
terium (D) (10 at.%) sample (coating thickness ~ 3 μm) on molybdenum (Mo) substrate,
using a high energy Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm, pulse duration 8 ns). The laser energy has been
optimized (58 mJ/pulse) for given samples, and the laser-induced plasma was generated on
the surface by means of focussing the laser. All the experimental measurements have been
performed in air at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. For the quantification of
WTa + D coating, measurements have also been performed under the flow of nitrogen gas.
For the detection of the analytes, both gate delay (td) and gate width (tg) were optimized.
For the CF quantification, it has been found that the most appropriate gate times were td �
tg � 1 μs, considering thermodynamic equilibrium. Suitable emission from both neutral and
ionic species has been considered for the evaluation of the plasma temperature and electron
density using the Boltzmann and Saha–Boltzmann plots approaches, respectively. This work
provides a step towards CF-LIBS quantification and depth profile analysis studies for WTa-
based materials and D retention in it. These results have been compared with those obtained
by other analytical techniques (TOF-ERDA and GDOES).

1 Introduction

A fusion reaction is a potential source of safe, non-carbon emitting, and abundant energy
[1]. Research and developments have been done to harness fusion power and building future
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fusion power plants (ITER and DEMO). Such kind of machines consists of a great number
of components. For the smooth functionality and achieving its goal, the choice of suitable
materials and monitoring their behaviour under different possible conditions have prime
importance.

Considering its high melting point, high thermal conductivity, low erosion, low sputtering
ratio, low hydrogen (H) permeability, and strong mechanical properties, tungsten (W) and
its alloys are being considered as major candidates for the first wall and divertor material
in future fusion devices [2–4]. Studies have shown that under fusion favourable conditions
(up to 1300 K operating temperature, 1–20 MWm−2 heat flux, 14 MeV neutron, and up to
3.5 MeV He+ ion bombardment), properties and morphology of W and W-based materials
could be changed [5, 6]. Alloying W, with other transition and refractory metals like tantalum
(Ta) (high-Z � 73), could be a possible way to overcome this issue. Although Ta is rare and
it is difficult to use it for bulk application on large fusion devices, WTa alloy can be a
potential candidate for plasma-facing components (PFCs). However, due to the high melting
temperature, the preparation of these alloys is complicated. It is worth noticing that WTa alloy
has a decreased fragility, better performance under thermal shock loading, and no significant
increase in the fuel retention than pure W [7, 8]. Several analytical techniques such as thermal
desorption spectroscopy (TDS), atom probe tomography (APT), X-ray fluorescence analysis
(XRF), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) have
been applied for the characterization of W, Ta, and WTa coatings [8–10]. There are few
studies on different aspects of laser interaction with Ta and related alloys. There are some,
but very few studies related to the application of CF-LIBS for WTa coating [11–16].

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) technique is a well-established approach
for the qualitative and quantitative elemental analysis and depth profile analysis of almost
any kind of sample. It has a wide range of applications, including fusion research [17–19].
Under stoichiometric ablation and local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) conditions, laser-
generated plasma provides information related to the composition and the characteristics of
the sample [20, 21]. Owing to its in situ measurement capability, LIBS has been proposed
as a promising candidate in fusion research. To obtain detailed information and develop
a methodology for the characterization and depth profile quantification of fusion-relevant
materials, studies related to different kinds of materials such as beryllium (Be)-based coatings,
molybdenum (Mo), lithium (Li)-based coatings, and W- Copper (Cu) alloys using calibration-
free (CF) LIBS approach have been done, in recent research works [22–28].

CF-LIBS provides information about the elemental composition of a sample using the
plasma parameters, electron temperature (T e) and electron density (ne) [29]. Also, the selec-
tion of suitable spectral lines from different degrees of ionization plays a vital role in the
determination of the plasma parameters. The two main goals of the current work are the
following: i) to use a laser-induced plasma of pure Ta for the precise plasma parameters
characterization and preselection of suitable Ta lines (interference-free from W lines), and
ii) an overall quantification of WTa + D coating from the average depth and space CF-LIBS
measurements as a first step towards future CF-LIBS depth profile elemental analysis of fuel
(D) retention in WTa-based mixed layers. The Boltzmann plot (BP) method has been used
for the evaluation of T e, and Saha–Boltzmann (SB) plot approach has been used for the eval-
uation of ne, in the present work [30]. These results have been compared with those obtained
by other analytical techniques: time-of-flight elastic recoil detection analysis (TOF-ERDA)
and glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES), finding a good agreement.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Samples

The main focus of the study is the analysis of WTa (5 at.%) + D (10 at.%) coating (coat-
ing thickness ~ 3 μm) on a Mo substrate. Additionally, measurements of isolated W and Ta
samples were included for benchmarking purposes. W metal was obtained from TESLA —
producer of electronic tubes, Ta was extracted from a capacitor. Quantitative purity of the met-
als is not precisely known; nonetheless, identification of important lines was possible. WTa +
D coating sample was prepared at NILPRP, Romania, by using a dual magnetron sputtering
system [31, 32]. The magnetron targets, made of W, respectively, Ta, were independently
powered. This fact allowed to presume sufficient stoichiometry of the coating.

3 Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up used for the LIBS measurements is similar to our previous work [23].
Figure 1 represents a schematic diagram of the used experimental set-up. For laser ablation,
a Q-switched Nd:YAG pulsed laser (Big sky laser, Quantel, 1064 nm, pulse duration 8 ns,
max. energy 400 mJ/pulse) has been focussed on the surface of the sample (installed on
a XYZ translational stage) using a bi-convex lens (Thorlabs, UV-fused silica, focal length
10 cm). A polarizer has been used to adjust the energy of the laser beam prior reaching
the focussing lens. The laser fluence was adjusted to be closed to the threshold of the laser
ablation process. The laser energy in pulse was measured using digital optical power and
energy metre (Thorlabs, PM100D). Emission from the plasma has been collected using a
quartz optical fibre (Thorlabs, dia. 1000 μm, 0.5 NA) aligned at 450 collection geometry,
and fed to the echelle spectrograph (ME5000, Andor technology, 200 nm–975 nm, aperture
F/7, resolution 4000) coupled with an ICCD camera (istar DH734, Andor technology). The
spectrometer was triggered automatically by the laser and controlled by a personal computer
(PC).

3.1 LIBS measurements

After calibrating the spectrometer for wavelength, using a mercury–argon (Hg-Ar) light
source/lamp (Ocean Optics), LIBS spectra were recorded at atmospheric pressure in ambient

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of LIBS experimental set-up
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air and under nitrogen (N2) flow resp., for all three samples. Considering the importance of
the gate delay (td) and gate width (tg) in CF-LIBS analysis, these parameters were optimized
carefully for the samples used in the study.

In our work, firstly, the pure Ta LIBS spectra have been measured at atmospheric pressure
in ambient air with different delay and gate times (e.g. td � tg � 150 ns, 200 ns, 300 ns,
400 ns, 600 ns, 1 μs, 1.5 μs, and 2 μs) for the estimation of plasma parameters (T e and
ne) and to obtain a general idea about suitable conditions for the measurement of WTa + D
coating. After getting an optimized value of td and tg, pure W sample has been measured only
for the td � tg � 1 μs, to get an idea about W spectral lines. For W and Ta, 50 accumulated
consequent laser shots were recorded from four different spots on the sample surface. Thus,
each spectrum consists of 200 accumulated laser shots, providing an improved signal to noise
ratio (single shot spectrum 41.8 to accumulated spectrum 138.1). The values of delay and gate
times td � tg � 500 ns and 1 μs were found more appropriate for CF-LIBS measurements
of mixed WTa + D coating. For the analysis of this coating, firstly, the kinetic series (a series
of 50 consecutive laser shots at the same spot) of 50 laser shots per spot (four different
spots) has been measured in order to observe an estimation of the ablation rate and depth
profile, both under ambient air and N2 flow (Linde gas, purity 5.0). Laser fluence has been
kept to 58 mJ/pulse throughout the measurements (lowest laser energy possible with our set-
up). This low fluence value allows us to obtain a better depth resolution and lower ablation
rate. Consequently, only those spectra from kinetic series originated from the coating were
chosen for the accumulated spectrum for further CF-LIBS average layer elemental analysis,
including the D quantification for future fuel retention analysis.

4 Results

4.1 Spectral analysis of pure Ta and W samples, and WTa + D coating

Figure 2 shows an example of the spectra of the pure W and Ta samples (measured in
ambient air) and the WTa + D coating (measured both in ambient air and under N2 flow), at
9 different spectral ranges 300.2–302 nm, 309.8–310.7 nm, 331.5–332.7 nm, 333–334.2 nm,
481–482.2 nm, 500–502 nm, 564–565.5 nm, 630–631.3 nm, and 648–649 nm, representing
spectral emission of Ta I-II and W I-II lines. Spectra for pure W and Ta samples were obtained
by accumulating 50 laser shots at the same position in four different spots, and for coating
(WTa + D/Mo), summarized first 20 shots from the kinetic series of 50 from 10 different
spots on the surface of the sample have been considered to improve the signal to noise ratio
and so the reproducibility. Globally, each spectrum consists of 200 accumulated laser shots
giving us the resulting coating LIBS spectra averaged in both depth and space.

The assignation of each spectral line has been done comparing the experimental spectra
with our simulated spectra calculated using NIST atomic line and Kurucz databases [33,
34]. A careful selection of suitable spectral lines for the construction of Boltzmann and SB
plots was performed, choosing interference-free, non-self-absorbed lines with sufficiently
high Einstein coefficients (A > 106 s−1) for W, and (A > 5·105 s−1) for Ta as the number of
suitable lines was slightly limited [35, 36].

4.2 Characterization of pure Ta sample using LIBS

Figure 3 shows an example of (a) the BP and (b) SB plot of the selected lines of Ta I-II, for
the delay time 1 μs.
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Fig. 2 Example of the emission LIBS spectra of the pure W and Ta, and the WTa + D coating at td � tg �
1 μs

Fig. 3 a BP for Ta I and Ta II spectral lines b SB plot for Ta I-II (measured under ambient air at td � tg �
1 μs)

Assuming that the plasma is optically thin (selected self-absorption free lines) and in local
thermodynamic equilibrium, the plasma temperature (T e) can be found from the slope of the
BP as [29]:

ln
I · λ

g · A � − 1

T · kB · Ek + ln
C · F
U(T )

where I is the intensity (sensitivity corrected) of a spectral line (in our case calculated as the
integrated area under the peak), A is Einstein’s coefficient of the corresponding transition, g
is the statistical weight, Ek is the energy of the upper state, T is the temperature, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, C is the concentration, F is an experimental parameter, and U (T ) is
the partition function.

Plasma temperature has been evaluated from the BP of neutral and singly ionized Ta lines.
Numeric values, obtained from both degree of ionization, were found in a good agreement.
Electron density has been evaluated using the Saha equation considering the electron tem-
perature as an average value of the T e obtained from the BPs for neutral and ionic species.
The results of plasma parameters T e and ne are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 4.

Table 1 shows the T e and ne values in laser-produced plasma plumes evaluated for delay
and gate times ranging from 150 ns to 2 μs. The obtained results validate the assumption
of LTE and satisfy the McWhirter criterion [21], for all the studied delays, taking the max-
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Table 1 The obtained values of Te and ne for different delay and gate times

Gate delay Te (eV) ne (cm−3)

BP Ta I BP Ta II Avg. Ta I-II SB Ta I-II

150 ns 0.80±0.08 0.76±0.10 0.78±0.09 5.7·1017 ±1.5·1017

200 ns 0.74±0.07 0.72±0.11 0.73±0.09 2.6·1017 ±7.7·1016

300 ns 0.64±0.08 0.61±0.11 0.62±0.09 1.1·1017 ±5.2·1016

400 ns 0.58±0.07 0.54±0.12 0.56±0.10 1.6·1016 ±5.2·1015

600 ns 0.50±0.07 0.50±0.17 0.50±0.12 7.2·1015 ±4.1·1015

1 μs 0.49±0.06 0.48±0.20 0.49±0.13 3.6·1015 ±1.7·1015

1.5 μs 0.46±0.07 – 0.46±0.07 3.4·1015 ±2.1·1015

2 μs 0.46±0.10 – 0.46±0.10 1.3·1015 ±9.8·1014

Fig. 4 Temporal evolution of the a Te and b ne

imal difference of energy levels corresponding to Dα line at 656 nm for future planned D
quantification analysis.

Figure 4 shows the a) T e and b) ne in the laser-produced plasma plumes as a function
of the delay time. The error bars along the y-axis show the variation of the T e and ne. The
values have been obtained from the SB plot. As it is expected, the plasma cools down and
expands when increasing the delay time.

4.3 Depth profile analysis and quantification of WTa + D coating

Elemental LIBS depth profiles were extracted using persistent and representative neutral
lines. Examples of such profiles for the WTa + D coating sample, measured under N2 flow
at the delay time of 1 μs, are shown in Fig. 5. The WTa + D coating sample was prepared
by sputtering in a gas environment (under deuterium discharge afterglow atmosphere) which
resulted in them being quite porous, unlike samples prepared in vacuum. As the sample was
exposed to air (including humidity) during transportation and storage, we assume that atmo-
spheric gasses were trapped inside the pores to some degree. Moreover, our measurements
were performed under a N2 flow which prevents us from quantifying the N content. Thus,
we deliberately choose not to include spectral lines from N, O, H and other small impurities
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Fig. 5 LIBS depth profiles of
different elements (W, Ta, Mo) in
the WTa + D/Mo sample
measured under N2 atmosphere
at td � tg � 1 μs

Fig. 6 GDOES depth profile of
the sample WTa + D, showing the
thickness of coating (~ 3 μm)

(though observed), and quantified the relative concentration of elements that we did consider,
i.e. W, Ta, D for the three analytical techniques under study.

As it can be observed in Fig. 5, the Mo spectral lines belonging to the substrate start to
appear at the laser pulse number 17 in the LIBS profiles. The spectral lines applied for the
depth profile are W I 501.5 nm, 505.3 nm, 573.5 nm; Ta I 481.2 nm, 630.9 nm, 648.5 nm;
Mo I 550.6 nm, 553.3 nm. The ablation rate was found ~ 176 nm/shot.

Elemental GDOES depth profiles have been obtained using a Spectruma Analytik GmbH
equipment. The equipment is provided with a monochromator that was set at the wavelength
of 656.078 nm corresponding to the D emission line. The resolution of the spectrometer is
25 pm, and consequently, the D line can be separated from the H line situated at 656.28 nm.

As it can be observed from Fig. 6, the GDOES depth profile indicates a relatively uniform
Ta distribution across the coating, with a Ta concentration of ~ 4.65 at.%. As far as D depth
profile is concerned, we observe a distribution in the range 15.3–6.8 at.% (an average value
of 10 at.%). The thickness of the coatings, as it was revealed by GDOES, is ~ 3 μm.

Figure 7 shows the BPs of both W I-II and Ta I-II species from the LIBS spectrum of WTa
+ D coating measured at two distinct atmospheres: air (Fig. 6a and c) and N2 flow (Fig. 6b
and d) with both delay and gate time equal to 1 μs. The database values for the spectral lines
used in the BPs were taken from NIST atomic line and Kurucz databases [33, 34]. The T e

evaluation of the WTa + D spectra from the surface material was performed for two distinct
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Fig. 7 BP of the WTa + D coating measured at td � tg � 1 μs under air (a and c) and under N2 (b and d) at
atmospheric pressure

Table 2 The obtained values of
Te (eV) from the WTa + D
sample

Exp. cond 500 ns (air) 1 μs (air) 500 ns (N2) 1 μs (N2)
Elements

Ta I 0.81±0.07 0.65±0.09 0.72±0.14 0.75±0.13

Ta II 0.70±0.13 0.60±0.14 0.70±0.37 0.65±0.31

W I 0.58±0.05 0.52±0.05 0.78±0.12 0.70±0.11

W II 0.86±0.15 0.66±0.16 0.69±0.42 0.66±0.28

delay/gate times 500 ns and 1 μs (always equal) for both atmospheres (ambient air and N2

flow). The obtained values are shown in Table 2.
For the electron density evaluation, the method based on the Stark broadening of Dα and Hα

at 656 nm could not be used because this doublet was just partially resolved and overlapped
with weak Ta I lines at 656.16 nm and 656.42 nm, and weak W I lines at 656.32 nm (see
Fig. 8). Therefore, the evaluation of their broadening parameters by means of fitting profiles
was unfeasible. However, the evaluation of their intensities was possible.

After the evaluation of the Te, the CF-LIBS approach allows us to quantify W and Ta
in the sample without the necessity of calibration references [29]. Values for the partition
function of the used elements have been calculated using the literature Irwin 1981 [37]. These
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Fig. 8 Overlapping of Dα at
656.1 nm, Ta I at 656.16 nm Hα

at 656.28 nm, W I at 656.32 nm
and Ta I at 656.42 nm

Table 3 Elemental composition of the sample WTa + D

Exp. cond 500 ns
(air)
(without
D)

1 μs (air)
(without
D)

500 ns
(N2)
(without
D)

1 μs (N2)
(without
D)

1 μs (N2)
(with D)

TOF-
ERDA
(with D)*

GDOES
(with
D)**

Elements

D [at.%] – – – – 21.5 12.3 10

Ta [at.%] 10.1 5.2 12.6 5.6 4.2 87.7 4.6

W [at.%] 89.9 94.8 87.4 94.4 74.3 85.4

*It should be noticed that only first ~ 1000·1015 at./cm2 of sample was analysed which corresponds to about
200–250 nm
**The D content is obtained for the distribution in the coating in the range of 15.3–6.8 at.% (an average value
of 10 at.%), and the Ta content is in the range 4.1–5.2 at.% (an average value ~ 4.6 at.%)

analyses were performed for 500 ns and 1 μs delays in both ambient air atmosphere and N2

flow.
The results are presented in Table 3. In the first four columns, we can clearly see that

the results from CF-LIBS quantitative analysis are closer to the nominal production ratio
of WTa coating sample (95:5) at higher delays (1 μs) in both air and N2 flow conditions.
These are more probable due to the fact that at the beginning (500 ns), the slight differ-
ences between the T e from different elements and different degrees of ionisation can still be
observed. At the highest delay, the neis smaller, giving narrower spectral lines and conse-
quently, more precise integration of the spectral lines in the LIBS spectra, as dense as those
of W and Ta are. TOF-ERDA measurements were done using in house-built spectrometer
[38]. For the measurement, 23 MeV 127I7+ beam (beam profile at the sample is around 2×
3 mm2) obtained from the EN Tandem accelerator at the Ruder Boskovic Institute in Zagreb
was used. Spectrometer was placed at 37.5°, and angle between sample surface and beam
was 20°. A comparison among CF-LIBS, TOF-ERDA, and GDOES results is presented in
Table 3.

For the quantification of D in the studied WTa + D sample by CF-LIBS, it is important to
know whether the LTE conditions are also valid for H. (The McWhirter criterion [21] was
fulfilled for all four studied conditions of delays and atmospheres and also for the highest
difference of energy levels of Dα at 656 nm.) From Table 2, it can be concluded that all T e
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values are very similar, confirming also the LTE condition. But, the T e obtained from neutral
Boltzmann plots was more precise as the T e obtained from the ionic Boltzmann plots as the
higher number of point in the Boltzmann plot make theT e evaluation more precise (see Fig. 6).
For the quantification, we have used each individual T e for each corresponding element and
degree of ionization, except for D, that we use the Ta I T e value. Two consecutive steps for
the evaluation of D content were performed. The first one consists on using a Gaussian fitting
for all the overlapping spectral lines from the partially resolved line at around 656 nm: Dα

(656.1 nm), Ta I (656.16 nm), Hα (656.28 nm), W I (656.32 nm), and Ta I (656.42 nm),
considering a different FWHM for Dα and Hα from the rest of lines. Finally, only the area
belonging to Dα and Ta, subtracting the rest of the lines from the experimental spectral line,
was taken into account in the next step.

The second step for D quantification was a numerical simulation, based on the subtraction
of the surface of the Ta I spectral line at 656.16 nm from the first partially resolved peak,
calculating the area of Ta line using the Boltzmann equation and known spectral parameters.
This area value was after the subtraction from the total area of the partially resolved line at
656 nm. All necessary parameters were taken from the NIST database [33], and these lines
have also been verified in the BPs of pure Ta and W from the previous LIBS analysis. After
subtraction of the interfering Ta line, we could precisely quantify the WTa + D elemental
composition, including D (see Table 3, column 5). This analysis was done at the conditions
closest to those desired by ITER (at atmospheric pressure of an inert atmosphere without
Oxygen—no air) [39]. The approximate uncertainty level for CF-LIBS is ~ 20%, while par-
ticularly for D, the error goes up to 50% due to the limitations of the single pulse LIBS
analysis for H isotopes.

5 Conclusions

This study investigates the use of LIBS for the characterization of pure Ta, W, and WTa + D
coating as well as the CF-LIBS quantification of WTa + D coating material. LIBS allows for
a straightforward depth profile analysis which has been performed on the WTa + D coating.
It has shown the presence of W, Ta, and Mo (from the substrate); moreover, from the depth
of the coating, the ablation rate (~ 176 nm/shot) has been determined. A careful preselection
of suitable Ta and W lines, (self-absorption free, interference-free lines, and not too weak
intensity and transition probability), and the plasma parameters (temperature and electron
density) evaluation were performed for the pure Ta sample by using the BPs and the Saha
equation. The quantitative analysis for the composition of the WTa + D coating sample
has been performed by CF-LIBS by averaging the whole depth in ten different positions
from the analysis on the coating. We have found that the results from CF-LIBS are closer
to the nominal production ratio of WTa coating sample (95:5) at higher delays (1 μs) in
both air and N2 flow conditions. The average value of deuterium in the coating was in the
order of 20 at.%. We consider this work, realized at atmospheric pressure under N2 flow,
as the first step for future CF-LIBS depth profile elemental analysis of fuel (D) retention in
WTa-based mixed layers, using rapid, in situ, and remote-friendly method. The quantitative
results obtained by CF-LIBS are in good agreement with those obtained by other analytical
techniques (TOF-ERDA and GDOES).
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